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GIST at Birkbeck 

Thanks to a combination of innovative research by 
Jonathon Raper and donations from Apple Computer UK, 
the Dept of Geography at Birkbeck now possesses an im
pressive array of micro-equipment 

Top personnel from Apple and Birkbeck (and the rest 
of the cartographic community) recently opened the institu
tion's Apple Mapping Centre (AMC) - whose aim is to 
provide a new centre of excellence in mapmaking and GIS. 
The AMC is based around 5 Mac SE's, two SE30's, 2 Ma
cllcx's and a MAC iix all running under A/UX, along with 
a Laserwriter. 

The project began 18 months ago when Birkbeck per
suaded Apple to donate a single Macintosh. With this lone 
Mac, Jonathon and his colleague Nick Green created GIST 
- the geographical analysis and spatial theory tutor. GIST 
has now sold over 200 copies and I use it as an excellent 
guide to hypercarding. A further hypercard interface to 
GIST has been written to link into ARC/INFO, called 
hyperarc, allowing MACNAX communications to be ac
cessed through a stack and thereby opening up both the 
Apple and the ARC/INFO markets. 

Phil Chaveau (Apple UK) amd Baroness Blackstone 
(Master of Birkbeck) were at the launch, which also had 
demonstrations from software manufacturers and devel
opers (including J-map, Desktop Engineering/Mapgraftx, 
LSE, Admiral/Filevision, WTC Scientific, Whizsurf, Whiz
map). A very pleasant occasion with wine and canapes to 
add a little flavour. It was interesting to see the OS repre
sented, maybe an Apple version of their UK atlas is about 
to appear 
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SYSSCAN TO MARKET GIS PC SOLUTION 

SysScan Digital Systems has reached a marketing 
agreement with software house, Digital Resomce Systems 
Ltd of Canada. The ~ment allows SysScan distributing 
rights to 1ERRASOFfTM, a powerful new GIS designed 
for low cost opemtion with loss of capability. 1ERRASOFf 
offers multi-theme overlay flexibility, has extended import 
and export facilities for use with popular PC packages such 
as Lotus 1-2-3, and interfaces to DBASE, RBASE and 
ORACLE. Other facilities include 3-D tenain modelling, 
cartographic plotting capabilities, a screen image capture 
and playback utility, and compatability with IDGS, 
ARC/INFO and AutoCAD. SysScan offers either complete 
packages based upon the recently announced DECstation 
300 series, or just the software. 
Further information: Georg Egger, SysScan Digital Sys
tems, SysScan House, Easthampstead Road, Bracknell, 
Berks Rg12 1NS (Tel: 0344-424321) 
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First European Conference on Geographical In
formation Systems, Egis'90 

April 10-131990, Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
Conference themes 
Technology (e.g. data structures, remote sensing, CAD) 
Research (e.g. accumcy, user interfaces) 
Applications (e.g. LIS, FM, AM, MIS/DSS, monitoring) 
Awareness (e.g. training, institutional issues) 
Program 
Apri110: pre-conference workshops 
Aprilll-13: key-notes, parallel paper and poster sessions, 
exhibitions and tours 
Key-note speakers: Lord Chorley, DavidRhind, Peter Bur
rough, Jack Dangermond, Henk Scholten 
Conference scope 
GIS can provide dedicated information technology to im
prove analysis, planning management and operations. 
EGIS '90 is dedicated to innovation and technology trans
fer, and can give an impetus to coordinated GIS research. 
GIS development and GIS application programmes in Eu
rope. 
Further information 
GEOPLAN, Meike Elekan, Weteringschans 12, 1017 SG 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. (Tel. 31-20-241433/247599, 
Fax. 31-20-209349) 

From Press release from GEOPLAN 

Mac Workshop at UCL 

After meeting several members at the recent Mac User 
show, it was suggested that a Macintosh Workshop is held. 
This would enable those members who are familiar with the 
Macintosh and its associated software to pass on their 
knowledge to members who are new to the system, or are 
intending to purchase a system in the near future. The pro
posed venue and dates are: 

Drawing Office, Dept of Geog, UCL 
7th or 8th March 1990, or 21st or 22nd March 1990 
Suggestions are welcome as to the desired format (i.e. 

formal- with guest speaker or two; or informal- bring your 
own Mac and show what you can do). Would interested 
members please contact Tim Aspden as soon as possible 
with ideas, suggestions and comments. A formal notice will 
be issued as soon as possible - hopefully before Chrisnnas, 
and certainly in the next issue of the Bulletin. 
Further details: 
TimAspden, 
Department of Geogmphy, 
University College London, 
26 Bedford Way, 
London WC1H OAP. 
Tel: 01-387-7050 ext5516 
Fax: 01-380-7565 
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